Separation By Design, Inc. (SBD) provides custom blending, storage, dispensing, and transloading systems for organizations that handle ethanol, biodiesel, and/or other liquids. From large fleets to jobbers, from biofuels plants to terminals, SBD excels at helping businesses efficiently move liquids to the end customer.

When you engage with SBD, we will take into consideration your current infrastructure, current and expected volume, market factors, and long-term goals, to help you identify which solution will offer you the most value both long-term and short-term.

Transloading/Rail Loadout
Need to move ethanol, biodiesel, and/or other liquid from rail to storage tanks or transport trucks? Separation By Design is an expert in custom portable and fixed rail transloading systems.

When you transloading needs are season, temporary, or dependent on market factors, Separation By Design’s portable transload units provide exceptional value and flexibility. Save on costs by moving units between locations to accommodate shifts in demand. And, as demand increases, these portable skids can be modified for a permanent solution.

If you have a more consistent flow, SBD offers start-to-finish fixed transload/loadout systems as well. All our transload units are built to local code and specific customer needs. We can incorporate features such as our patented blending, weights and measures approved metering, and accounting software integration.
Turn-Key Blending, Storage, and Dispensing

Separation By Design offers patented turn-key blending, storage, and dispensing systems (US 8,302,639 B2). These units can be dropped in place with little to no installation required. We offer a wide range of storage and loading capacity to support businesses of all sizes. The aboveground nature of the solution allows businesses to reduce overall liability and risk of ground contamination while saving dramatically on EPA requirements.

Each blending unit is customized to the anticipated needs of each customer – liquids to be stored, number of recipes, back office software used, local regulations, custody transfer requirements, and tank monitoring needs, and more. Along with electronic automation and transport overfill protection, these systems can run round-the-clock even during unmanned hours.

Terminals and Blending Sites

Looking for a complete blending site/terminal? Separation by Design can handle projects of all sizes from start-to-finish. We offer complete project management, onsite field technicians, and long-term support. If you are looking to add tanks, canopies, dispensing lanes, etc., SBD can manage the entire project for you. This includes electrical, concrete, fencing work, and more.

All Separation By Design systems are built specific to the customer needs. We offer a full array of features, install, and equipment options. We allow you to create a full solution that integrates seamlessly with any other locations including sending information to your accounting and inventory management software.

Contact us today to discuss how to satisfy your biofuel needs in a way that's both smart and affordable.
Separation By Design, Inc. has over 45 years of experience inventing creative solutions to challenges faced by businesses in the oil & gas and renewable fuels industries. We are constantly designing and manufacturing new ways to improve the way oil, gas, diesel, DEF, and biofuels distributors manage their products. We are privately held and operated. This allows us to focus on our customers, not shareholders. Partner with us and find out why Separation By Design is the choice of small businesses and Fortune 100 companies alike.
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